
2019 HUMAN DIMENSION IMPLEMENTATION MEETING 
 
The international association of independent democrats against 
authoritarian  regimes. 
 
WORKING SESSION 10 ,Rule of law I, including: 
– Independence of the judiciary 
– Democratic law-making 
– Ensuring equal enjoyment of rights and equal participation in political and 
public life 
 
There are dictatorship states: AZERBAIJAN, BELARUS,  
TURKMENISTAN, TAJIKISTAN, and aggressive RUSSIA  
 and again , UZBEKISTAN. 
KAZAKHSTAN has the authoritarian system again. 
But we hope UZBEKISTAN and  KAZAKHSTAN have the way of the 
opportunity  to the DEMOCRACY. 
 
The dictatorship state have not any an  Independence of the judiciary .                 
There are not a Democratic law-making. 
 Please ,see next examples, 2 ( two) only. 
 
AZERBAIJAN. The dictator Ilkham Aliev showed : he is the Law! 
The dictator Ilkham Aliev wants to be the sultan ! 
He (with the fake Constitution, art.101) called extraordinary elections of the 
president of Azerbaijan, HIS election, without any reason. This his right has 
been masked in art.101, non  art .109. 
We see the next violation of the  democratic legislation and  the violation of the 
Democratic law-making.. The president post for the end of the life. 
The dictator Aliev appointed his  wife  to be  the vice –president ! 
Is it the Democratic law-making ? No and no!  
Where  is Independence of the judiciary in Azerbaijan? 
 
Belarus 
 
The dictator Lukashenko doesn’t respects his Constitution with next 
time.. 
Lukashenko appointed “elections” to the fake parliament at 17 November,  
this year. It is the very hard violation of the Constitution: Articles .93, 94, 95. 
We see the total  the Democratic law-making 
There are very hard conditions with the Constitution for to stop the 
activity of the “parliament”. Today Belarus has not same conditions. 
And we see minus 10 (ten ) months for the work of the “parliament” ! 
 
And what is the Ensuring equal enjoyment of rights and equal participation in 
political and public life?   
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We watch the election spectacle in Belarus today. 
 
More. 
This violation of the dictator Lukashenko makes the big Human Rights 
problem for yang people, also . 
 
After 17  November, after next 10  month  the very many young people will 
have  rights   citizens ,the right of the participation in elections. 
 
But, at 17  November they have not this right again ! 
 
The young student made the application to Minsk court for the trial:   
she waits the judgment  for the  illegal order of the dictator  Lukashenko for 
the date of elections. 
But the first court of the dictator made the rejection of the application. 
   Do you remember :” OSCE commitments acknowledge the need for additional 
efforts to promote the participation  of women, youth,..” 
 
We see the election spectacle in Belarus  has the start with violations of the 
legislation. And more , the power continues violations of the legislation. 
 
Is it the Democratic law-making ? No and no!  
 
And more the dictatorship of Lukashenko adopted the law text for the ban de 
facto for the freedom of expression, for the Freedom of peaceful assembly                   
It demands very high payment by the  people for democratic actions. 
 
 
 Dictators of Turkmenistan, Berdymukhammedov,  of Tajikistan , Rakhmonov                 
have not the time for the game  in the Democratic law-making…..  
All words dictators are the law! 
The persecutions of independent lawyers is not the method for the 
Independence of the judiciary. 
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And.  To states of the European Union. Germany was in our statement. 
Today – Poland. 
Poland has not a Democratic law-making. The case of the DISCRIMINATION 
has not an article of the criminal cod.  The Polish court rejects all applications 
with title :DISCRIMINATION. 
 And more , the Polish court uses illegal methods to stop  the application of 
Belarusian person.   
The DEFAMATION  has not the article in the Polish legislation.. 
The result: the Polish court rejects the application of the Belarusian person 
against the Polish official. 
Poland is not the democratic state. 




